
 

Double feature for FoxP2 SA by Kantar

Celebrating the most liked banking and restaurant ads in the country, FoxP2 continues to win over their most important
critic, the South African audience with two ads in the top 20 best liked ads for 2019.

Compiled by research and consulting agency- Kantar, the list is compiled annually using Adtrack™ - a proprietary
advertising testing system, evaluating the impact and liking of all brand advertising in South Africa for over 35 years.

As one of the top 10 most liked ads and the only restaurant ad in the top 10, Wimpy’s Great Getaway Grill’r ad unpacked
true, humorous and relatable family moments that many families experience and relate to during a getaway.

“Breaking away from the unrealistic ideal of the ‘perfect family getaway’, the FoxP2 team wanted to create a realistic
approach to a family holiday. The Dad exhausting his lungs from blowing air into the kid’s inflatable bed multiple times,
misplacing the shower towels and not having the fire lighters needed to grill their family meal are typical scenarios South
African families could easily relate to and identify with during a local getaway,” said FoxP2 group strategy lead Zetu
Damane.

First National Bank’s (FNB) ‘Family’ advertisement was the only banking ad making it into the top 20 best liked ads for
2019.
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South Africans are very family-orientated with many households defying the traditional nuclear family structure of a Mom, a
Dad and two children. FoxP2 wanted to break the mould and highlight that South African families are big; their connections
are strong and their sense of responsibility towards distant family members is far greater than many western markets.

“We think South Africans connected with this ad because it broke the mould when it came to banking advertising by
focusing on the ‘we’ instead of the typical banking ‘me’ paradigm. The FoxP2 ad testing consistently shows that South
Africans love that they clearly understand what FNB is trying to tell them.

“The campaign aligned to our consumer’s core values, while at the same time clearly communicating how those values link
to FNB’s wide product offerings. From funeral cover, life cover, business banking to simple everyday transactions, the
campaign highlighted how the FNB products make life easier for their customers and their families,” continued Damane.

Grant Jacobsen, managing director at FoxP2, said: “The best stories always have a tension — an inescapable truth —
that draws the viewer in, and allows them to meet and connect with the storyteller on this common ground. These two
ads for Wimpy and FNB show that exactly; That when a brand fights to find a truth, and then tells it with beauty and
good humour, the audience will respond. They will give not only their attention, but a little bit of their hearts as well.

“At FoxP2, that’s exactly the kind of stories we fight to tell every day.”
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